Master Data Management
Lessons Learned

Master Data Management
helps you to manage, maintain
and grow your business,
across all departments.
This booklet details some
of the lessons we have learned
while working on a number
of MDM projects,
which will help you
on your future endeavours.

Lessons Learned #1

How to Master MDM

The importance
of the Elevator Pitch

Someone once asked
me why he needed MDM.
My response was
“because you don’t
trust your data”.
In this series of blogs we are going to give you firsthand experience of what enterprises encounter on their
journeys to MDM deployment. Some of you reading this
may well sympathise with the examples we recall and to
those that don’t we say don’t get complacent, because
whatever stage you are at, you never know what’s round
the corner.
It’s important not to lose sight of the business issue and
get distracted by the technology. All project members
should have the ‘elevator speech’ to hand at all times
to keep the focus on the objective for MDM. A global
MDM deployment can be a multi-year program and
you should expect your executive stakeholders to move
roles and change responsibilities during its lifetime.
Here’s some real-world examples:

Banking on it
A UK high street bank was not able to count the
number of employees they had or make a distinction
between the number of permanent staff and contractors
as they did not have a single view of ‘Worker’. This
presented issues when reporting headcount, security
and controlling confidential information and also
co-employment law.

Bad medicine
A Global Pharmaceutical company was unable to say
how many 3rd party vendors they did business with
because they didn’t have a single view of ‘Supplier’.
This meant that they couldn’t perform spend analysis
and hence maximise their procurement leverage.
Also poor data quality, resulting in a large number
of duplicates, meant that straight through invoice
processing regularly failed, requiring additional FTE
headcount to resolve issues.
It’s not easy, so If you need help with your journey
(or you’ve yet to embark) then Agile Solutions know
MDM inside out, back to front, and upside down – which
is handy because that’s the way data is often presented.
You can trust us, not only to configure your software,
but to set up your program for success and always be
there to support the change management required to
implement an effective data governance organisation.

Lessons Learned #2

How to Master MDM

Getting down
to business
Establishing a good
MDM business case
from the outset is
essential to the success
of your program.

Getting the buy-in from stakeholders and sponsors is
important but inevitably they will come and go over the
period of the program, but a strong ROI justification will
withstand anything that’s thrown at it. Quantifying and
agreeing benefits can be hard, but if you are facing
challenges and push-back from stakeholders, consider
calculating the cost of poor quality in terms of “cost
avoidance” rather than outright cost saving from MDM.
And talking of avoidance, don’t make your argument for
MDM technology-based as you will lose the interest of
your key sponsors; the senior executives and managers
who will fund the exercise. IT will have their say later and
get to appropriate those hard-won funds.
Here’s some real-world examples:

Refining the benefits
The ROI on a multi-domain enterprise wide MDM
program for a multinational Oil & Gas company was in
excess of 4 figures, when expressed as a percentage.
The CFO requested that we communicated a much
smaller 3 figure number as they felt no one would
believe the former calculation.

A bitter pill
While consulting for a Global Pharmaceutical,
helping them to collect their business requirements
for MDM, it became apparent that there was a complete
misalignment between the business and IT objectives
– to the extent that our team were asked to leave the
room whilst the IT and business leads had a stand up
argument about the direction and who was paying for
what.
If you want to avoid any infighting and feel you need
help building your business case then Agile Solutions
know MDM inside out, back to front, and upside down
– which is handy because that’s the way data is often
presented. You can trust us, not only to configure your
software, but to set up your program for success and
always be there to support the change management
required to implement an effective data governance
organisation.

Lessons Learned #3

How to Master MDM

Governance is key

You can’t make
an omelette
without
breaking eggs.

It’s inevitable that implementing a Master Data
Management program and everything that goes
with it will result in organisational change. Roles and
responsibilities should be formally defined in the form
of a Governance RACI. Starting with an assessment of
current maturity alongside aspirational goals, a change
management plan can be implemented.

In the last blog we talked about how important it was
to make sure your MDM program was business led,
and for that reason you should assign some key
personnel from that side onto the IT component of
the delivery project. Remember, it’s the people most
impacted by data issues that make the best data
stewards and for that matter, internal cheerleaders.

Of course, your organisation has well defined data
steward roles and agreed data quality standards, staffed
by error-free individuals, you won’t ever need to invest in
any MDM technology to formalise the data management
process – and pigs might fly.

Involve your data stewards in the design of the
workflows and delivery. Trust me, there are operational
efficiencies in this model – the amount of UAT/training
required is much reduced as your data stewards revert
to becoming part of the standing organisation at project
completion. Plus, if you are doing an incremental roll
out, your change management board is already in
place to evaluate any change requests to the ‘global’
templates.

Here’s a real-world example:

Jean’s got it covered
One of our previous clients, a small chemicals refinery,
having prepared for the rollout of MDM and was advised
that “we don’t have any data quality problems with our
supplier data because Jean manages that and has been
doing so for the past 20 years” – having only a single
point of contact may lead to risk and backlog issues
within your data governance activity.

If you feel you want to share some responsibility why not
call in Agile Solutions? We know MDM inside out, back
to front, and upside down – which is handy because
that’s the way data is often presented. You can trust us,
not only to configure your software, but to set up your
program for success and always be there to support the
change management required to implement an effective
data governance organisation.

Lessons Learned #4

All data is not the same

Data in disguise

Right, let’s understand
that not all data held
in the enterprise
is Master Data.

There’s plenty of minor data masquerading as Master
Data that really isn’t. So it’s important to be able to
recognise and avoid including all the data that will make
your progress through MDM deployment complicated
and time consuming.
The sort of data we are talking about falls into
the following categories:
Reference Data
used by both internal and external systems and helps
to clarify and make sense of Master Data
Transactional Data
usually the most sizeable by volume in the organisation,
describes business events and resides on many
different systems
Log Data
records events at any point in time and aids system
efficiencies and preventative maintenance applications
Metadata
the description or definition that underlies all data
including Master Data and those types above
Master Data (although connected) is none of the above,
so don’t bite off more than you can chew. Agreeing data
standards are hard enough without adding multiplicity.

Here’s a real-world example:

Too much?
A colleague phoned me to ask how many attributes
should typically be part of a ‘party’ master as his client
had a list in excess of 100 and it was still growing as
they collected more requirements. There are always
exceptions to the rule that one of your stakeholders will
insist be included as part of the core data model. The
correct answer, by the way, is no more than 25 fields.
If you feel that mastering Master Data is a step too far,
why not call in Agile Solutions? We know MDM inside
out, back to front, and upside down – which is handy
because that’s the way data is often presented. You can
trust us, not only to configure your software, but to set
up your program for success and always be there to
support the change management required to implement
an effective data governance organisation.

Lessons Learned #5

It’s a marathon, not a sprint

Deploying in increments

Let’s get this straight,
if you attempt to roll out
an MDM program either
on a global or pan-European
basis, you are heading for
a major headache.

Despite a number of case studies from the US
proclaiming global implementations the fact is that
Europe – with its data privacy laws, multiple languages,
fiscal environments and a long history of merger and
acquisitions – has a systems landscape that is very
complex indeed.
It’s really not possible to research the business
requirements, document the design, develop and test,
train users and deploy the solution for all regions in
one hit without a massive project team (and a huge
travel bill). So don’t try. Instead collect the high-level
legal requirements to develop a flexible, extendable,
data model for each region and plan an incremental
deployment aligned to your IT and business strategy
and priorities.
You can piggyback on other change management
initiatives happening in your organisation, and
remember your deployment strategy should be tied
into your business case and allow you to demonstrate
incremental ROI. And, if all goes to plan, each
successive rollout will become more efficient requiring
fewer change requests. That’s being agile.

Here’s a real-world example:

In the clouds?
A Global Life Sciences company recently decided
to upgrade from an on-site to Cloud based MDM
offer but can’t just ‘lift and shift’ the data model as
they actually have several mini-MDMs set up as
independent repositories, with local workflow, based on
‘market boundaries’. They also, unsurprisingly, have a
performance issue with ETL and integration, that has
nothing to do with the software, but is caused by similar
complexity in the supporting infrastructure.
All this proves that MDM is an all-involving and
exhausting task that can test even the most
knowledgeable enterprise, so why not call in expert help
like Agile Solutions? We know MDM inside out, back
to front, and upside down – which is handy because
that’s the way data is often presented. You can trust us,
not only to configure your software, but to set up your
program for success and always be there to support the
change management required to implement an effective
data governance organisation.
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